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Use Case name
eBusiness Transaction binding with external service – Validation
Description
An industry group needs to have a consistent way of documenting the information exchanges for the scenarios its members are implementing. Further more implementers need a consistent way of ensuring compliance checking and testing. Each individual participant needs a consistent way of applying context to their specific interchange transactions.
 
 This can be provided as an external service that a BPEL instance can invoke. BPEL itself has only limited transaction information management tools. Therefore BPEL should be able to receive a document transaction and then pass that XML content to an external service, along with binding information around the type of content and context details so that the external service can perform that validation. Included in the external service is the ability to report back to BPEL, and or, invoke external process step(s) that may then manage the results of the validation.
 
 The OASIS CAM TC team has created a specification and toolset that can act as an external service in this way. A WSDL definition of a CAM process can provide the linkage between the CAM process and the BPEL. The BPEL will need to package the XML content that requires validation and pass that to the CAM process.
 
 The CAM process will return to the BPEL process the outcome from the external validation service.
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Basic Flow

	BPEL process receives reply containing XML transaction 

BPEL process initializes external service call with details of that transaction and the associated validation template and context parameters along with the WSDL details. 
BPEL process invokes the external validation service as webservice, passing the XML content to the external service, along with the binding details. 
CAM processor performs the validation directives using the CAM template referenced. 
CAM processor returns to the BPEL process success/failure reporting. 
Examples
Automotive industry IV&I compliance tests for the 4 supply chain inventory on-hand transactions they are implementing.
Related Issues


Non-functional requirements and assumptions
Valid CAM template exists for XML transaction content to be checked
Typical preceding flow

Typical following flow

Begins When

Actors
Trading partners wishing to exchange business transactions, implementers wishing to do industry conformance testing.
Pre-Conditions
XML content and associated CAM template of rules to be validated and applied. Where applicable a context template that defines the localization parameters and their settings to be applied during the validation.
Ends when

Post-Conditions
Return to the BPEL process a result set indicating success or failure and if failure reporting of that. The CAM template may also contain mitigation actions for various error conditions that may be performed.
Alt-Postcondition-1


Alt-Postcondition-2


Diagram (optional)


Abstract BPEL (optional)


Executable BPEL (optional)


Sample WSDL (optional)




